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complisliment for which, those who had only seen   his gra unamiable looking countenance of the morning and in publi scarcely have given him credit,—he was, in a small and ag party, one of the most entertaining table companions of 1 Whilst the Presidential question was pending in the House < resentatives, I was, one day, somewhat surprised to receive i tation from George Sullivan, of Boston, then temporarily i at Washington, to meet Mr. Adams and a small party at On mentioning the circumstances to my friend, Forsyth,1 me that Sullivan was electioneering for Mr. Adams, in a qui by thus bringing him under the observation of gentlemen ^ imbibed personal prejudices against him.   He then infon of Mr. Adams's proficiency in that accomplishment to which just referred and of which I was not before aware.   I was i to avail myself of Mr. Sullivan's invitation, but, in after remembered the circumstance, and, as frequently as I felt at liberty to do so, especially during my occupation of the House, I invited Mr. Adams to small round-table dinners ways derived unqualified delight from his society and valu* formation from his conversation.
But it is time to return from this long digression. Dis; from my mind, as far as possible, the feelings of mortificati regret which had been caused by the great mistake the Pi had unwittingly committed in the appointment of Swarfo devoted myself to the preparation of instructions for the M to be sent to England, France, Spain and the Netherlands, others of minor grades.
The negotiation with England, in respect to the trade I the United States and her West India and North America] nies, by the "previous administration had not only been broi an adverse close but had reached that result thro' much ir] on both sides. That with France to obtain indemnity for tions upon our commerce was in a condition apparently as h after having been discussed ad nauseam under successive a< trations. With such difficult and grave matters in the front ^ a thorough review not only of the original transactions out oJ existing questions had arisen but of the several steps whi

